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INTRODUCTION

PREPARATION

Childhood birthday parties make for wonderful memories
that most of us cherish for a long time. For children, the
thought of a party and the days leading up to their birthday
are full of excitement and they look forward to choosing
a cake, inviting friends, playing fun games, eating their
favourite foods and getting presents. For parents and
carers, their child’s birthday party is the end result of weeks
of planning and preparation, so even though it’s a time of
celebration, it may cause some anxiety.

To host a successful birthday party you must prepare,
re-prepare and prepare some more! There are a lot of
things you will need to take into account, starting with the
common symptoms that children who have FASD may
experience, for example:

There’s no denying that organising a successful birthday
party can be hard work for any parent. But for parents and
carers of children with a disability such as Fetal Alcohol
Spectrum Disorder (FASD), it’s even more challenging.
This booklet aims to help with the process of planning a
party specifically for children with FASD. It reflects the ideas
and experiences of parents and carers who have managed
to deliver some well-organised parties after learning the
hard way. By breaking down the steps, the booklet hopes to
provide useful advice and strategies on how you can make
birthdays fun for children with FASD.
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• impulsivity
• anxiety
• sensory impairments
• the need for immediate gratification
• communication impairment
• inattention
• hyperactivity
• difficulty with social interactions.
Each child with FASD is unique. They may not experience
all of these difficulties but will have some that would
play a significant role in how you plan and host a party.
Identifying any prominent symptoms will help you
choose and adapt a theme that is suited to your child. For
example, if your child gets too anxious or if the idea of a
formal party is too much for them to handle, you might
want to celebrate with a few presents and favourite food
but no decorations, noise or a lot of people. This may take
some anxiety out of the day.

Only you will know what works best for YOU and your child.
As much as possible, try to involve the child in the planning
process and avoid any surprises, as children with FASD prefer
routine and structure. One couple found this out the hard way:
We decided to give our eight-year-old daughter who has
FASD a surprise party. We picked her up from school and
took her to the shops so her friends had time to arrive at
our home and hide in the lounge room. When we reached
home and our daughter walked through the front door,
her friends jumped out and yelled ‘SURPRISE!’ This upset
her. She went to her room and didn’t come out. She got
totally overwhelmed and was unprepared for this.
It would be ideal to decide in advance what type of party
you’ll be throwing. That way, you can inform your child
about every aspect of the party—from the venue to the
guest list or planned activities—and explain to them exactly
what to expect on the day. They will need to be reminded
each day leading up to the party.
Of course, children will have queries of their own. As the party
draws closer, questions may come thick and fast many
times each day. Because of perseveration (getting fixated on
things), they will want to talk about everything, especially the
presents they want, what food will be served, who is coming
and what games they will get to play. They might remind you
(more like tell you) about what they want over and over again.
As the parent or carer of a child with FASD, you will already be
familiar with this, but it can understandably test your patience.
You need to be prepared to listen to constant requests and
provide answers.

TIP FOR
PARENTS
AND
CARERS

In the lead-up to the
birthday, your child will
want to know how many
days to go until the party.
On a calendar, mark off a
two-week countdown before
the date. Each time the
question arises, ask the child
to check the calendar.
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To be able to give your child concrete answers and
anticipate potential problems, you will need to consider
the following details.

THE VENUE
Hold the party in a familiar environment, such as your
house or a local play café, enclosed park or children’s
centre known to your child.
If you have the space, an at-home party might be ideal in
terms of comfort factor for your child. If space is an issue,
a local park could be the next best option. But you’ll have
to consider the weather and plan for a back-up in case it
rains on the day.
If you’re considering the café or children’s centre option,
you will have to do your research to make sure it is easily
accessible, safe and hygienic for everyone. Visit beforehand
to check the feasibility of the venue for your theme and
planned activities. And make sure the staff understands
your child’s and any other guest’s special needs.
Your choice of venue
will also depend on your
budget and availability
of the place within your
preferred date and
timeframe. So, you’ll need
to start looking weeks
in advance.
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Since the COVID-19 pandemic
started, our normal way of
life has seen many changes.
Much emphasis is being given to
hygiene and social distancing,
which may have been hard for
children with FASD to get used
to. You will need to prepare your
child and keep reminding them about the new social rules
as the day approaches. You will also need to remind them
about hygiene issues—covering their mouth/nose when
coughing or sneezing, and washing hands regularly.

TIPS FOR
PARENTS
AND
CARERS

On the day of the party, remind all children to wash their
hands, especially before eating. If the party is being held
at your house or a park, provide a variety of cleaning
products, as some children might have sensory issues
with soaps or sanitisers. In an outdoor setting, you could
keep some bowls of water out with hard soap bars, liquid
soap or foaming soap and also provide hand sanitiser or
hand wipes. Make sure you have paper towels for drying
hands as well.
As far as serving food is concerned,
disposable (preferably biodegradable)
cups, plates, knives, forks and spoons
would be a safe option and would
save on washing-up time after the
party. Children with FASD often have
low immunity, so remember to clean
everything with disinfectant after the
guests have left.

THE TIMING AND LENGTH OF THE PARTY
You will need to plan the timing and length of the party
based on when your child functions best during the day
and how long they can handle the sensory input.
If your child isn’t good at waiting, you may want
a morning party to prevent them from becoming
too anxious. Alternatively, you may consider a late
afternoon party so it’s not long until bedtime. Also
consider their nap time so they’re not drowsy during
the party. If your child takes medication, this can also
greatly influence the timing of the party as well as their
mood and behaviour throughout the day.
As for the ideal length, if your child gets overstimulated
easily, consider having a shorter party. For example,
limit the party to two hours so the child doesn’t feel
overwhelmed, overstimulated or pressured.

THE GUEST LIST
Think carefully about the children (and their parents)
you will be inviting. Consider only inviting children who
are compatible with your child, and invite some parents
who understand your child’s special needs so they can
help out on the day.
Preferably, keep the party small. Consider inviting
five children or fewer, depending on your child’s
social skills.

Once you have your guest list ready, ensure that your child
is aware of it so they are secure in who is attending. Invite
your guests well in advance so they have enough time
to respond, pencil in the party and inform you about any
dietary restrictions. Get your guests to RSVP by a certain
date so you have confirmation on who will be attending
and who might not. This can also help minimise the risk
of no one showing up—which can be devastating and
heart-breaking for the child if it happens. Unfortunately,
there might not be any guarantees for people not showing
up despite confirmations. Plan for family members to be
back-ups so the room does not look empty.

TIP FOR
PARENTS
AND
CARERS

If your child does not
socialise well, invite only a
few children to the party and
consider sending goodie
bags for your child’s other
schoolmates. This will help
the child feel like they’ll be
celebrating with everyone
and allow them to enjoy the
party more.
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An important part of your invitation process should be to
speak to as many people as possible about FASD behaviours
so that everyone is pre-warned. The more people that
understand this disability, the better. It will exponentially
increase the likelihood of success. Informing them in
advance will help the invited parents know what to do in
case a meltdown brews on the day. For instance, they can
help distract the other children while you divert the meltdown
and give your child some quiet time to refocus. Have some
distractions ready in case there is a meltdown on the day
and share these strategies with your guests.
On the day of the party, if anyone offers to stay back
and help with the clean-up afterwards, it would be
great. But, be careful that their extended stay does not
overwhelm your child. Ideally, plan for clean-up to happen
while you are regulating your child after the party.

THE MENU
Food is an important element of the party, so you’ll have
to put a lot of thought into your menu. If you’re holding
the party at a café, check their offerings beforehand and
pre-select your order so you can make sure it’s healthy and
within budget. But if you’re organising the food yourself,
you can make it as healthy as you want.
You know what excess sugar and preservatives can do,
so you really don’t want to set yourself up for failure by
having too much sugar around. It can’t be stressed enough:
strictly avoid lollies. Let cake be the main ‘sugary’ dessert.
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For all other food and drink options, provide healthier
alternatives such as:
• yoghurt popsicles
• little quiches
• make-it-yourself wraps and tacos (organise a
station with all ingredients like cheese, chicken,
taco mince, tomatoes, etc. in separate bowls for
kids to make their own)
• fruit smoothies (bananas, watermelon,
mixed berries)
• healthy drinks such as water and fruit juice
• home-made ice blocks (water down fruit juice
and freeze it using different novelty shaped
silicone moulds)
• plain or sparkling mineral water or soda water
with a small amount of fruit juice.

TIP FOR
PARENTS
AND
CARERS

REMEMBER
Children with FASD
might sometimes have
trouble sharing. Especially on a
day that’s all about them, they
may see everything as being
theirs—their friends, their presents
and their cake. It’s possible that
the child might refuse to share
the cake. You can solve this
issue by making (or ordering)
two cakes, one for your child
and one for the guests.

Lollies are like petrol on a fire. They will wind
children right up, so avoid them at any cost!

SERVING QUANTITY AND TIME
Keep servings to a small size to reduce waste and
minimise children’s urge to eat more than they can
handle. Think about making small servings of healthy
foods that look appealing so children would want to
eat them.
Apart from drink breaks, it can often work well to
leave the food component of the party until the very
end. If your activity program includes regulation after
the more stimulating parts of the party, it can really
help the finale to be much calmer, thus making the
food-serving process smoother.

Limit or preferably avoid:
• processed foods
• cordial with artificial flavours and colours
• chocolate
• ice cream
• soft drinks

TIP FOR
PARENTS
AND
CARERS

Find someone to either help
with the food preparation or
with the care of your child
prior to the party. It will help
reduce a lot of the stress before,
during and after the party.

• sweet biscuits.
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THE ACTIVITIES
Activities are the highlight of the party. They will keep the
children busy and grounded. As you plan the activities,
you must consider your child's interests and strengths as
well as their challenges. Consider a theme based on their
special interest.
Many children with FASD struggle with
social interactions, so it is important to keep
unstructured playtime to a minimum and plan for
a short party with a clear structure. When planning
games, remember that they involve taking turns,
listening to instructions and being with other
people. All of this can be hard for children with
FASD, so try to plan a few activities that you know
your child will enjoy and be able to handle.
Besides games, arts and crafts, things such
as bouncy castles and trampolines can work
well, depending on the age of the child. But,
be careful not to introduce something that
isn’t familiar or things that may set your child
off. For example, face painting is something that
some children dislike.
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REMEMBER
• If your child has difficulty maintaining focus,
choose activities that only require them to focus
for a short time.

after some high-energy activities, you could ask the
children to:
• roll around on the floor—remind them it’s not a
competition; it’s just for fun

• If your child is hyperactive, plan some activities
that will provide an opportunity for them to release
some energy.

• rock back and forth on their backs

• If your child is sensitive to noise, consider not
singing Happy Birthday.

• push their hands against the wall, release, push
again and continue doing this for about one or
two minutes

• Ask a familiar friend or family member to be near
your child on the day of the party, to help in case
the child gets confused or upset.
• On the day, don’t force your child to participate
in every activity and plan a special job for them
to do that takes them out of the focus for a while.

• lie on their backs and stretch their bodies for as
long as they can

• alternate between running as fast as they can on
the spot and then walking as slow as they can
on the spot—make sure to end the activity walking
slow on the spot.

Having a plan to help children calm down after the party
is also important. The idea is to help with a calm end to
the party. So, don’t forget to include regulated exercises
among other more stimulating activities. For example,
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GAMES FOR HYPERACTIVE CHILDREN
MUSICAL CHAIRS

BLOWING BUBBLES

This one is a classic and children will enjoy the rhythmic
pace of this game. To play, set up a row of chairs
(one less chair than the number of children playing),
start the music and get the players to walk around the
chairs until they hear the music stop. When it does,
they’re supposed to sit on a chair as quickly as possible.
The one who remains standing is out. Before the next
round, remove another chair and continue this until
there is only one final player seated. For a variation of
this game—Musical Hoops—see the 'Sample activity
program' (p. 15).

This game is one for younger children.
Bubble packs with wands are widely
available from supermarkets
or gift stores. Get the children to
blow bubbles through the wand and
see if anyone can catch a bubble without bursting it.

MUSICAL STATUES
This is another high-energy game where children get to
dance around to some peppy music. When the music
stops, they must freeze. The one with the best pose gets a
reward or a sticker. The player with the highest number of
stickers at the end gets a prize.

ACTIVITY DICE
This is a simple and fun game where children get to take
turns throwing a dice that has different activities written
on each side. Players must do the action specified on the
top of the dice. There are lots of downloadable templates
available on the internet.
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BLOWING UP BALLOON RACE
This is a fun game for young children.
To play, give each child a balloon to
blow up. Tell them it is a race to see who
can blow their balloon up the fastest.
Get them to start at the count of three.

LIMBO
This is another energetic game. To play, get two adults to
hold a dowel at each end. Get players to limbo under the
dowel without touching it. Reduce the height in every round.
Whoever goes the lowest without touching the dowel wins.

HULA HOOP COMPETITION
This game is fun for all ages. Get the players to spin the
hula hoop around their waist. The one who goes the longest
without stopping or dropping the hoop wins.

TIP FOR
PARENTS
AND
CARERS

Have two
drink/bathroom
breaks during the
program, but do not make
them too long. Otherwise
children may get distracted
by other things and it will
be difficult to redirect
them back to
the games.

GAMES FOR CHILDREN WHO GET OVERWHELMED EASILY
DUCK, DUCK, GOOSE
This is a mostly passive game where many children sit down while one or two children do the
bulk of activity. To play, get the children to sit in a circle cross-legged and select one child to be
the ‘goose’. The goose walks around the circle tapping (gently!) each of the other players on the
head. While tapping heads they say ‘duck’ if they don’t want to be chased. When they want someone
to chase them, they say ‘goose’ while tapping the selected child’s head and then run off. If the goose
can make it all the way around the circle without getting caught, back to the seat of the child chasing
them, then they are no longer the goose. The child who failed to catch them becomes the new goose.
If the goose is caught, they have to sit in the centre of the circle and won’t get further turns.
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PIN THE TAIL ON THE DONKEY

TREASURE HUNT

This is a slow, fun game that will keep children entertained
but not overly excited. Stick a donkey poster on a wall
(print one out from the various templates available on
the internet). Line up the players next to the image. As
each child takes their turn, blindfold them and spin them
around a few times before they try to stick the donkey’s
tail in the right spot.

This game can be intriguing, as it involves following
clues and finding a treasure! This will require some
advance planning because you’ll need to hide things
around the house or venue and write up clues that lead
to those hidden things. Be sure to keep the clues and the
treasure age-appropriate.

• Modification: Adapt the poster based on your theme
(for example: star on a fairy’s wand or trunk on an
elephant). Use Blu Tack or stickers instead of pins.

• For younger children: Use pictures to show
the children what they should be looking for.
• For older children: Use written clues and leave some
hints open-ended. For example: ‘Look for something
you can draw with’.

SLEEPING LIONS
To bring down the energy, this is the perfect game. It requires
the children to remain motionless while an adult walks
around telling jokes. Anyone who moves about or laughs is
out. The winner is the one who stays still the longest.
• Alternatives: Get children to colour some pages
(printouts work well), or do a round of jokes.
For more game ideas, see the
‘Sample activity program’ (pp. 14-17).
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TIP FOR
PARENTS
AND
CARERS

Having the food at
the end is a great
way to avoid hype.
End the activities with
a cool-down exercise
session to calm children
down. Once they are
relaxed, they’ll be more
manageable when
you’re serving food.
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY
PROGRAM

Warm Up

WARM UP

Preparation: Get the children to stand on the marked spots.

We Will Rock You actions

Instructions:

GAME
Simon Says

GAME

Equipment: Tape for marking spots on the ground
Music suggestion: We Will Rock You by Queen (2.28 minutes)

• Ask the children to stomp their feet alternately to the beat of the
song, with their arms moving out front then up.
• During the verse, get them to wiggle their hips, shimmy side to
side and stomp their feet.

Musical Hoops
Simon Says

GAME
Pass the Parcel

GAME
Beach-ball Toss

GAME

Instructions:
• Tell the children to follow the leader’s instructions ONLY when
the leader starts the instructions with the words ‘Simon says’.
For example: Simon says get on your hands and knees.

GAME

• If the leader asks the children to do an action without using the
words ‘Simon says’, they’re supposed to stay still. Children who
do the action are out of the game.

Disco Bouncing Balls

• You can swap leaders to mix things up a bit.

Under the Parachute

COOL DOWN
Stretching exercises
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Preparation: Get the children to stand in a circle. Appoint one adult
as the leader who will instruct the children to do certain actions.

Musical Hoops
Equipment: Hula hoops
Music suggestion: Eagle Rock by Daddy Cool
(3.43 minutes)
Preparation: Spread several hoops around the floor/lawn.
Instructions:
• Get children to run or dance around while the
music plays.
• Tell them to step inside the closest hoops when
the music stops.
• In the next round, remove one hoop.
• Repeat stopping and starting the music and
removing hoops until the children can no longer
fit inside the last hoop.
Pass the Parcel
Equipment: Gift box wrapped in multiple layers
(with trinkets hidden in every layer—optional)
Music suggestion: Any children’s song
Preparation: Get children to sit in a circle.
Instructions:
• Start the game with one child passing the parcel to
the next as the music starts.

• When the music stops playing, the child holding the
parcel removes the top layer of the wrapping and
gets to keep any trinkets attached to that layer.
• Start the music again and get children to pass the
parcel till the music stops the next time around.
• Repeat this till the last layer of wrapping comes off
and the grand prize is revealed.
Beach-ball Toss
Equipment: Big round tablecloth or old bedsheet cut in the
shape of a circle and two beach balls. Beach balls are light
and do not hurt, but alternatives can be rubber balls, which
might be readily accessible.
Music suggestion: Rolling All Around by Val Donlon
(1.16 minutes)
Preparation: Get the children to stand in a circle and hold
the round cloth at different points.
Instructions:
• Start with two beach balls kept in the middle of the cloth.
• Tell all children to lift the cloth together so that the
beach balls get tossed in the air. As they bring the
cloth down, ask them to try and catch the balls with
the cloth. This might require them to run around in
order to catch both beach balls.
• The idea is to keep the cloth stretched out and avoid
running into each other.
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Under the Parachute
Equipment: Big round tablecloth or old bedsheet cut
in the shape of a circle (to serve as the parachute).
Music suggestion: I Gotta Feeling by Black Eyed Peas
(4.50 minutes)
Preparation: Ask the children to stand in a circle and
hold onto the edges of the cloth tightly.
Instructions:
• Once the cloth is evenly spread around, show
children that by lowering the cloth to their knees
and then raising their arms in the air they can fan
the parachute up and down.
• Allow practice time for this and guide the children
by saying ‘down, up’.
• Tell the children that when you call their name, they
are to let go of the parachute and run under it until
they get to the other side—only one child at a time
runs when their name is called. Upon reaching the
other side, they have to find a free spot and hold the
parachute again.
Note:
• This game is not a race and it’s not about seeing who
is the fastest. It’s about encouraging cooperation,
inclusion, coordination and fun.
• Call out names when the parachute is at its lowest point.
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• Before beginning, make sure to ask children ‘who
wants to run underneath?’ Call out names of the most
eager children first. If any child doesn’t want to run,
don’t force them and pick someone else. They may
feel like participating later.

Disco Bouncing Balls
Equipment: Bouncing balls or fitballs
Music suggestion: Jump by Van Halen
(4.01 minutes)
Instructions:
• Get the children to sit on the fitballs and
bounce around the room to the music.
• Remind them to be careful of each other and
not bump into people.
Cool Down
Equipment: Foam mats (one for each child)
Music suggestion: Lullaby by Shawn Mullins
(4.30 minutes)

• Next, guide the children into doing the cobra
stretch (lying down on the abdomen with feet
pointing outwards, hands pushing the chest
away from the floor and head pointed towards
the ceiling/sky).
• Follow with the 'angry cat' stretch.
• End the cool down with an upper- and mid-back
stretch (buttocks on heels and stretched back).

Preparation: Get children to stand on their
respective mats.
Instructions:
• Start the cool down with dynamic stretches
such as:
• side bends
• torso twists
• swaying side to side with arms
across the body.
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DOS AND DON’TS
DO:
have games organised to keep the children occupied
include your child in the decision-making
process—ask them what they would like to do for their
birthday to make sure it’s about them and what they
like to do
provide guests with some gift ideas if your child is
hard to buy for
keep the party short—two hours might be the
ideal timeframe
ask other parents to stay so you have a good
adult-to-child ratio, in case of any meltdowns or if
your child requires more one-on-one time with you
go through the guest list with your child and let them
know who has replied and is attending
explain to your child what will be happening at the
birthday party, so they are aware of the events—a lot
of FASD children work best with structure and need to
know exactly what is happening and who is coming
have a countdown calendar for your child to tick off
days before the party
allow children to have time-outs if they need or if you
see things are becoming overwhelming
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have some distractions ready in case of a
potential meltdown
serve healthy food, as too much sugar will have
children bouncing off the walls
keep the children busy
find out if anyone has food allergies so you can plan
the menu accordingly
be sensitive to children who have sensory
issues—loud noises and lights can cause distress
to some children
find an alternative to regular candles if your child is
frightened of fire/flame and blowing out candles is
an issue—LED battery candles might be apt or you
could just put candles on the cake without lighting
them up
put strategies in place if your child has issues with
sharing—this will help minimise meltdowns
reflect with your child on what happened during the
party, after the guests have left—this will help them
process the day.

DON’T:
serve lollies
plan games that continue until all children have
received a prize–this can stretch the game for a
long time and tire children out
have brightly coloured decorations, as these can be
very over-stimulating for children with sensory issues
be shy about asking parents of other children with
special needs about their child’s specific needs and
how best to support them—it often takes very small
tweaks to ensure a party is inclusive
insist that everyone joins in on the games—some may
like to mirror play or you could get them to do a job
they might enjoy (e.g. handing some food around
or taking photographs)
have the party in an unfamiliar setting
invite a lot of people
introduce new activities on the day.
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We hope the advice and strategies
provided in this book will assist
you in hosting a joyful birthday
party for your child, the wonderful
memories of which they will
cherish for years to come.
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